Myosin crossbridge orientation in demembranated muscle fibres studied by birefringence and X-ray diffraction measurements.
Muscle contraction is generally thought to involve changes in the orientation of myosin crossbridges during their ATP-driven cyclical interaction with actin. We have investigated crossbridge orientation in equilibrium states of the crossbridge cycle in demembranated fibres of frog and rabbit muscle, using a novel combination of techniques: birefringence and X-ray diffraction. Muscle birefringence is sensitive to both crossbridge orientation and the transverse spacing of the contractile filament lattice. The latter was determined from the equatorial X-ray diffraction pattern, allowing accurate characterization of the orientation component of birefringence changes. We found that this component decreased when relaxed muscle fibres were put into rigor at rest length, and when either the ionic strength or temperature of relaxed fibres was lowered. In each case the birefringence decrease was accompanied by an increase in the intensity of the (1,1) equatorial X-ray reflection relative to that of the (1,0) reflection. When fibres that had been stretched largely to eliminate overlap between actin- and myosin-containing filaments were put into rigor, there was no change in the orientation component of the birefringence. When isolated myosin subfragment-1 was bound to these rigor fibres, the orientation component of the birefringence increased. The birefringence changes at rest length are likely to be due to changes in the orientation of myosin crossbridges, and in particular of the globular head region of the myosin molecules. In relaxed fibres from rabbit muscle, at 100 mM ionic strength, 15 degrees C, the long axis of the heads appears to be relatively well aligned with the filament axis. When fibres are put into rigor, or the temperature or ionic strength is lowered, the degree of alignment decreases and there is a transfer of crossbridge mass towards the actin-containing filaments.